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Man's Peril, not only captures the essence of Russell's thinking about nuclear weapons and the Cold War in the mids, its
extraordinary impact served to jolt him into political protest once again.

German war plans, drawn up long before the conflict, called for quickly defeating France with a rapid attack
so that it could then turn its full attention to fighting Russia. The quickest way to attack France was to march
through Belgium, even though it was a neutral country that Britain had vowed to defend. The invasion of
Belgium by German troops, which caused substantial destruction and many civilian casualties, prompted
Britain to join the war on the side of Russia and France. Full-scale European war was now under way.
Countries allied with Germany and Austria were known as the Central powers. On August 23, , Japan joined
the Allies. That same year, the Ottoman Empire Turkey joined the Central powers, while Italy which had
previously supported Germany now backed the Allies. As world leaders were choosing sides, a few
individuals and groups in almost every nation had been trying desperately to stop the momentum toward war.
Long live world peace and the brotherhood of the working class! Then the news came that Germany had
declared war. Almost instantly, the demonstrations came to a halt, and party leaders issued the following
statement: We are face to face with destiny. The consequences of imperialistic policies, which ushered in an
era of competitive war preparation and which roused the antagonistic elements of various peoples, are
crashing over Europe like a tidal wave. The responsibility for this disaster lies with the supporters of these
policies; we are not responsible. Social Democracy has done everything in its power to fight this disastrous
development and has worked to the very last minute to uphold peace by organizing powerful demonstrations
in all countries, especially in close cooperation with our French comrades. Our efforts have been in vain. Now
we face the inexorable fact of war. The horror of hostile invasion threatens us. Today it is not for us to decide
for or against war; rather we must decide which means are necessary for the defense of our country. Now we
must think of the millions of our fellow countrymen who are drawn into this disaster through no fault of their
own. It is they who will suffer the most from the horrors of war. Our most heart-felt wishes go out to all these,
irrespective of party, who have been called to arms. We also remember the mothers who must give up their
sons, the women and children robbed of their providers. For them, fear for their loved ones is combined with
the threat of hunger. And this army of women and children will soon be joined by tens of thousands of
wounded and crippled soldiers. To help all of them, to improve their fate, to erase their inestimable
sufferingâ€”we consider this our urgent duty. Ernst Toller, a young German socialist, was studying abroad
when war was declared. He immediately headed back to Germany on the last train to leave France before the
borders closed. In fact, Jews were represented in every army involved in the conflict. The same was true of
other religious minorities. When asked in why he had volunteered, Captain Bellenden S. Hutcheson, a young
Canadian physician, replied: In the first place, I was in great sympathy with the Allied cause, secondly I am
chiefly of English descent; my great grandfather served under Lord Nelson and lost an eye in the battle of
Trafalgar and my paternal grandfather came to the U. The third factor was the desire for surgical experience
and adventure which I felt war service would afford. They declared themselves conscientious
objectorsâ€”people who refuse to serve in or aid the military for religious or moral reasons. Russell was no
exception. Paragon House, , Routledge, , Cobden Sanderson, , Connection Questions Why did the German
Social Democratic Party, which had worked for peace, decide to support the war? Why do you think anti-war
demonstrations in Germany came to a halt as soon as war was actually declared? Can one be both a patriot and
a conscientious objector? How does it compare with that expressed by Bertrand Russell?
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Man's Peril, not only captures the essence of Russell's thinking about nuclear weapons and the Cold War in the mids, its
extraordinary impact served to jolt him into political protest once again. The activism of which we glimpse the initial
stirrings in this volume continued in various guises more or less without interruption until.

The heads of state of these countries met at the Paris Peace Conference in January The Big Four were also
known as the Council of Four. The representatives were Edward R. Roosevelt proposed a post-war council,
labelled the Four Policemen , expected to guarantee world peace, comprising China, Soviet Union, the United
Kingdom and the United States. With the addition of France, this concept came to fruition as the five
permanent members of the United Nations Security Council. Vyacheslav Molotov , James F. This group first
met in London in , where disputes over the US occupation of Japan prevented much being achieved. The
council met again in Moscow later in and agreed to prepare draft treaties with Italy, Hungary, Romania,
Bulgaria, and Finland. Truman was asked if there were plans for a conference of the big four heads of state,
but evaded the question. On 24 April it was reported that the meeting had ended, and the next meeting would
be held in London. The foreign ministers met once more in Paris in Mayâ€”June and agreed to lift the Soviet
blockage of Berlin. They could not agree on the reunification of Germany. Eisenhower of the US was in favor
of such a conference, at least as a gesture of good will, while his Secretary of State John Foster Dulles was
opposed. The ministers agreed to call a wider international conference to discuss a settlement to the recent
Korean War and the ongoing Indochina War between France and the Viet Minh , but failed to reach agreement
on issues of European security and the international status of Germany and Austria , then under four-power
occupation following World War II. Little progress was made, except with Austria, from which the Soviets
agreed to withdraw if it were made neutral. The Western ministers rejected this proposal out of hand. Russia
accepted on 14 May On 15 May the Big Four nations signed an Austrian peace treaty. They reflected the
common goal of increased global security. He was guardedly optimistic about the results. What was advertised
for weeks as a realistic private discussion of conflicting national interests, and started this week as a
determined demonstration of international chumminess, developed today into a propaganda battle between the
United States and the Soviet Union. The purpose was to resolve issues such as the recent "guns for cotton"
agreement between Czechoslovakia and Egypt, and the demands by Israel for arms from the Western powers.
The ministers also discussed German reunification, but made no progress.
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Speakers delivered lengthy condemnation of the West and praises of the Soviet Union. Albert Einstein had
been invited to send an address, but when the organisers found that it advocated world government and that
his representative refused to change it, they substited another document by Einstein without his consent,
leaving Einstein feeling that he had been badly used. Most of the Executive were Communists. It followed the
Cominform line, recommending the creation of national peace committees in every country, and rejected
pacifism and the non-aligned peace movement. British Prime Minister Clement Attlee denounced the
Congress as a "bogus forum of peace with the real aim of sabotaging national defence" and said there would
be a "reasonable limit" on foreign delegates. The number of delegates at Sheffield was reduced from an
anticipated 2, to , half of whom were British. Most were Communists or fellow travellers. In the s, congresses
were held in Vienna , [21] Berlin, Helsinki and Stockholm. Opposition to the Vietnam War was widespread in
the mids and most of the anti-war activity had nothing to do with the WPC, which decided, under the
leadership of J. Bernal , to take a softer line with non-aligned peace groups in order to secure their
co-operation. It brought about such a crisis in the Secretariat that in September that year only one delegate
supported the invasion. This proved impossible in the end for no vote was taken. Most of the delegates came
from pro-Communist organizations, with some observers from non-aligned bodies. There were also meetings
of the WPC Assembly, its highest governing body. The congresses and assemblies issued statements, appeals
and resolutions that called for world peace in general terms and condemned US weapons policy, invasions and
military actions. The US Department of State described the congresses as follows: Token noncommunist
participation serves to lend an element of credibility. Discussion usually is confined to the inequities of
Western socioeconomic systems and attacks on the military and foreign policies of the United States and other
imperialist, fascist nations. Resolutions advocating policies favored by the U. In most cases, delegates do not
see the texts until they are published in the communist media. Attempts by noncommunist delegates to discuss
Soviet actions such as the invasion of Afghanistan are dismissed as interference in internal affairs or
anti-Soviet propaganda. Dissent among delegates often is suppressed and never acknowledged in final
resolutions or communiques. All assemblies praise the U. It campaigned against US-led military operations,
especially the Vietnam War , although it did not condemn similar Soviet actions in Hungary and in
Afghanistan. It published two magazines, New Perspectives and Peace Courier. Its current magazine is Peace
Messenger.
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signals reinvigoration of Russell the public campaigner. The title of the volume is taken from one of his most famous and
eloquent short essays and probably the best known of his many broadcasts for the BBC.
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